Once the Reclamation of Property form has been completed and signed before a
commissioner of oaths, please forward to RSM Richter Inc., either

By e-mail
claims@rsmrichter.com

OR

By facsimile
514.934.8603

OR

By mail
RSM Richter Inc.
2, Place Alexis Nihon, Suite 1820
Montréal QC H3Z 3C2

Telephone: 514.934.3497

CANADA
Province of Quebec
District of: Quebec
Division No.: 01 - Montréal
Court No.: 500-11-039457-102
Estate No.: 41-1393380

SUPERIOR COURT
In Bankruptcy and Insolvency
(Commercial Division)

FORM 74
Reclamation of Property
(Subsection 81(4) of the Act)
In the Matter of the Bankruptcy of
Power Battery (Iberville) Ltd.
Of the City of Saint-Leonard
In the province of Quebec
All notices or correspondence regarding this claim are to be forwarded to the following address:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
I, ______________________ , of the ___________________of _______________________in the Province of

,

DO HEREBY CERTIFY:
1. That I am the claimant, (or That I am) ___________________________________________________________________________
(State position or title)
of
(Name of claimant)
2. That I have knowledge of all the circumstances connected with the claim referred to below.
3. That on January 20, 2011, the debtor is deemed to have made an assignment.
4. That, on that date, the property enumerated in the document(s) attached and marked "A" (and "B") was in the possession of the
bankrupt, and still remains in the possession of the bankrupt and (or) the trustee.
5. That the claimant hereby claims that property, or interest or right in it, by virtue of the document(s) attached and marked "A"
(and "B"), namely:
(Set out the particulars of all documents serving as proof of the claim, giving
(i) the grounds on which the claim is based, and
(ii) sufficient particulars to enable the property to be identified; if the particulars do not appear on the face of the documents, attach
an additional statement marked "B" setting them forth.)
6. That the claimant is entitled to demand from the trustee the return of the property enumerated in these document(s).
7. That I hereby demand that the trustee return to me (or to the claimant whom I represent) the property enumerated in the
document(s) within the 15 days after the filing of this form, or within the 15 days after the first meeting of the creditors of the debtor,
whichever is the later.
SWORN (or SOLEMNLY DECLARED)
before me at
in the Province of
on this ____ day of
Commissioner of Oaths
for the Province of

(city, town or village)
,
.
Signature of Claimant
.

WARNING: Subsection 201(1) of the Act prescribes severe penalties for making any false claim, declaration or statement of account.

